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Deliver connected shopping experiences
that create customers for life.

Sitecore Commerce
Lead with the customer experience
and conversions will follow
It used to be enough to convert shoppers into
buyers. Not anymore. Now your job is to create
customers for life. That means making commerce
an integrated part of the customer experience,
from acquisition and nurture to transaction
and retention. Commerce today isn’t just about
conversions—it’s about customers.
With Sitecore® Commerce, you can use everything
you know about your customers to deliver
personalized shopping experiences that transform
prospects into lifelong fans. Owning the experience
for each unique customer, from awareness to
advocacy and from one purchase to the next—
that’s how you grow revenue today.
Sitecore maintains an up-to-date profile and crosschannel history for each unique customer. From
stores, catalogs, and direct mail to web, email,
and social media, the commerce experience is
comprised of interactions across every channel.
Sitecore Commerce helps you pull it all together
to manage the full customer life cycle and drive
lifetime customer value.

Connect commerce and the
customer experience
Sitecore has a variety of commerce solutions
to meet virtually any commerce and customer
experience needs. We are integrated with many
well-known commerce providers in the marketplace
today, and you can use our Commerce Connector to
integrate with your existing commerce provider.
In 2013 Sitecore acquired Commerce Server.
Today, Sitecore Commerce powered by Commerce
Server is a powerful framework to build a secure,
enterprise-level commerce solution. Product
information and inventory management;
customized cart, checkout, and account creation;
integration with ERP and other back-office
systems—it’s all in there. Sitecore brings commerce,
content, and digital marketing together to drive
valuable, personalized shopping experiences
throughout the customer life cycle.
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Deliver personalized, relevant content in
the moment
Customer engagement is at its highest when
customers are actively shopping. With Sitecore,
you can respond intelligently in real time with
personalized, cross-channel content and offers that
compel customers to take action. Cross-selling and
upselling have never been more effective.
Predict the content customers want next
With Sitecore’s powerful predictive analytics,
you can customize each interaction based on
everything you know about your customers’
profiles, interests, and actions—and deliver the
content they want, even before they know they
want it. Progressively personalize the experience
as you gather insight.
Shape the online shopping experience
for any device
Be ready to serve customers on their terms. As
your customers navigate across different mobile
or desk-bound devices, Sitecore can recognize
each device and automatically adjust each
interaction to ensure one seamless, consistent
shopping experience.
True omnichannel retailing
Coming later in 2014, we will be extending the
reach of commerce even further with Sitecore
Commerce powered by Microsoft Dynamics
AX®. This new product will extend the customer
commerce experience back into retail stores,
allowing retailers to offer a completely
consistent experience wherever they interact
with their customers.

Sitecore Commerce
Boost in-store purchases with locationbased targeting
Sitecore can automatically detect where your
customers are located and deliver tailored content
that relates to their nearest physical store. Send
offers to their devices based on proximity and
relevance to prompt an in-store purchase.
Increase engagement with social community
Empower customers to choose the best products
and services for their needs. Sitecore makes it
easy to add user-generated content—such as
online ratings, reviews, and recommendations—
that accelerates sales cycles and deepens
customer loyalty.
Conduct tests on the fly to refine your content
With Sitecore, you can test and optimize any type
of online shopping content, such as images, video,
and product descriptions. Real-time analytics help
you pinpoint the content that resonates, so you
can drive the highest conversions.
Identify and optimize purchase paths
that convert
Optimize your content to guide website visitors
down the paths proven to convert. Sitecore helps
you understand which purchase paths and
upsell cycles are your most successful as well as
troubleshoot shopping cart abandonment.

Sitecore is the global leader in customer experience
management. The company delivers highly relevant
content and personalized digital experiences that delight
audiences, build loyalty, and drive revenue. With the
Sitecore® Experience Platform™, marketers can own the
experience of every customer who engages with their
brand, across every channel. More than 4,000 of the
world’s leading brands—including American Express,
Carnival Cruise Lines, easyJet, Heineken, and L’Oréal—
trust Sitecore to help them deliver the meaningful
interactions that win customers for life.
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Gain actionable insights to keep the
conversations going
Sitecore automatically tracks shopping activity
and turns that data into actionable insight you can
use to acquire new customers, nurture those not
yet ready to buy, and keep buyers coming back for
more. Leverage commerce experience data in all
your cross-channel marketing efforts, and make
your next interaction that much more relevant—
and valuable.
Deliver a completely connected
customer experience
Sitecore Commerce combines the power of
personalized experiences with sophisticated product
merchandizing and shopping. When integrated with
other Sitecore® Experience Platform™ solutions—
including web, email, mobile, social, and print—
commerce becomes a seamless continuation of
the conversation across all channels, right through
to revenue.
Searchable fusion of content and commerce
No longer are organizations limited by the lack
of ability to easily affiliate unstructured content
and media assets around their product or service
catalogs. Nor are they hampered by the inability
to have hierarchy, categorization, and relationships
within their content. And search just works across
everything—with automatic facets based upon
underlying catalog taxonomy and the ability to
define new facets and manage boosting within
search results at will.

Own the experience
At Sitecore, we believe that the best way to
ensure a great commerce experience is to focus
on delivering a great customer experience. That’s
why Sitecore Commerce is integrated as part of the
Sitecore® Experience Platform™. Only Sitecore can
give you one connected platform t0 deliver one
connected experience for each unique customer
across channels. With Sitecore, owning the
experience has never been simpler. Learn more
at sitecore.net/platform

